Analysis of computer programs using a semantics that combines features of the operational and denotational methods is described. The method is an explanatory, analytic tool, a "program calculus" that allows program meaning to be obtained from program syntax, then compared to a desired meaning by simple set-theoretic methods. Meanings are functional, sets of ordered (input, output) pairs. A subset of Pascal is used to illustrate the theory .
Introduction
Three important theoretical underpinnings oCcomputer programming are:
(1) Syntax. Phrase-structure grammars (usually context-Cree) are used to constrain the Corm programs may take [1] . It is possible to give very precise descriptions using more complex grammar mechanisms [2, 3] , but a collection of "static semantics" informally given is the rule [4] . In any case, there is almost no disagreement about the appropriateness of de&ning language syntax using grammars.
(2) Semantics. Meanings can be assigned to programs in ways ranging Cromclever use of natural language [1] through semi-Cormalaids [5] to careCulmathematical de&nitions [3, 6, 1] . Syntax is exploited to break a program into units whose separate meanings are de&ned, then combined to form the meaning of the whole. However, there is no consensus about the "best" semantic de&nitional technique. Furthermore, it is easy to confuse de&nition with speci&cation (see (3) following)because each technique carries with it a natural method of reasoning about the meanings it de&nes.
(3) Speci&cation. The de&nition of programming-language semantics captures what a program does mean; speci&cationcaptures what one was intended to mean. It is natural to use a technique for speci&cationthat is closely related to the de&nitional technique-then it is possible to reason about programs, that is, prove things about them and their specifications.
This paper describes a functional approach to the study of programming following Mills [8, 9] . The technique is both rigorous and practical, using methods and ideas from operational and denotational semantics.
Our technique is an alternative to the Floyd/Hoare semantic theory, and it may help the reader to explain how that theory would be presented if it were the subject oCthis paper. (The discussion treats "truth" and "proof" inCormally , to make clear the computer-science issues at the expense of the logical ones. For a complementary treatment, see Apt [10] .)
We believe that the proper fundamental view of programming is the imperative, operational one. People understand a program as a sequence of steps by which input is transformed to output. Each step corresponds to some syntactic part of the program, which authorizes or effects that step. In the case of looping and invoking procedures one part of the program may be used over and over; without loops or procedures each part has at most one use. By de&ning an appropriate intermediate "state" of a program's computation, the action of each program statement can be precisely described, as effecting the transformation of one intermediate state into the next. The entire process begins with a special initial state containing the input, and ends with a special final state containing the output. De&nitions of this kind are natural, and have been given from the beginning, notably by Turing [16] . The definition is so natural, and procedural languages on the ALGOL 60 model are so well known, that operational definition may be tacitly assumed Corsuch a language.
rules (notably for assignment) are very easy to use.
The usual textbook treatment of the Floyd/Hoare method tacitly assumes the operational definition of the programming language, does not prove that the Floyd/Hoare rules are in agreement with that definition, yet then claims that the proofs have significance beyond calculation from definitions. If conventional logic were presented in this way, it would define logical validity using proof theory, then claim that the theorems proved were true without an independent definition of truth. Indeed, logic presented for computer science students often does exactly that.
In this paper we hope to do better in three ways. First, since the intermediate states of the operational definition are an important part of our formal treatment, it is easier to give the operational definition, and to prove that our formalism agrees with it. Second, when the formalism is viewed as a device for calculating meaning from definitions, the calculation is often easier, more intuitive than with the Hoare method. Finally, many of the peculiar features of programming languages on which Hoare logic founders, notably those involving procedures and their parameters, our formalism handles without difficulty.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
£ The Language and its Operational Semantics
In choosing a programming language to explain, when the subject is not that language but the explanation, there is a fine line between the real and the abstract. On the side of abstraction, it can be argued that the language should show off the features of the explanation to good advantage, and the peculiaritie:s of reallanguage:s :should not be allowed to confuse a clear picture. But the 3
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Describes the programming language and outlines its operational definition.
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Gives the denotational character of the semantic theory to be developed.
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Develops the complete theory for linear programs, the special case of no conditionals or loops.
5
Defines the desired relation between specification and program meaning, that of correctness. real-side argument is equally cogent: if the explanation does not show that it can handle practical complications, it is a failure. We compromise on a subset of the Pascal language.
£.1 Features included in CF Pascal
As primitive data types we include only characters and files of characters. The virtue in this choice over numeric types is that it eliminates number theory--not the central language-theory idea--from the example. The only operations on characters are comparisons and "next in alphabetic sequence;" the latter is sometimes undefined.
Statements of our language present less difficult choices. There is an assignment, read/write, a conditional, iteration, and procedure invocation. The most important decision here is to allow the creation of intermediate results through assignment (and thus deal with "sequential" instead of "functional" programming), making statement sequence the fundamental construction of the language.
Declarations must be treated by any reasonable semantic theory, but block structure is not central to our language. The idea of two identical identifiers with different meanings is retained by allowing declared procedures to have local variables.
Of the many kinds of procedure call and parameter mechanisms, we have chosen strict callby-reference and recursive procedures as the ones to include.
The language that results from these choices is probably closer to IAL (of which MAD [11] and JOVIAL [12] are common examples) than to Pascal, but since the latter is much better known, we use its syntax, in what we call "CF Pascal" (for Character, File). Although for present purposes it is irrelevant that this language is of practical use, we have found it so for textformatting problems, and for teaching introductory programming [13] . The exact scope of the CF subset is best given by the denotational theory in Sections 3-8: CF Pascal includes what we define, and where the Pascal definition [14] is clear, we define it that way.
£. £ Operational Definition
Although the full details of an operational definition for CF Pascal will not be given, enough will be presented to permit sample proofs that our analysis techniques are correct. In Sections 3-8, however, the denotational theory will be viewed as defining CF Pascal, and the reader who wants to show that these definitions are really theorems based on the operational definition will have to supply the proofs.
The essential element in a languages's operational definition is the instantaneous state description of a program. This object is successively transformed as input is converted to output by the program's actions. For CF Pascal this description consists of a data state and a statement pointer. The data state records the current association between program identifiers and their values; the statement pointer tells which part of the program will be used next. The program part indicated by the statement pointer authorizes a transition from the current instantaneous description to a subsequent one, according to rules peculiar to itself. It is these rules, for how each statement changes one description into the next, that constitute the operational definition.
With only characters and files of characters, the values associated with quantities internal to CF Pascal programs come from an alphabet and strings over that alphabet, with the complication that file values are separated into the part already processed and that yet to be processed. That is, a file value is technically a pair consisting of a "past" string and a "future" string. Thus a data state of a CF Pascal program includes values from the two sets: characters and string pairs. Each value is connected with a program identifier, and represents its current "contents." For example, in a program where the identifier OUTPUT(of type TEXT) and XXX(of type CHAR)occur (note the special type font employed for parts of programs), a data state T might be the set of ordered pairs: T = {(OUTPUT, (Page 1, A) ), (XXX,2)} where A is the empty string. However, when no confusion can arise, we will display data-states in a simpler notation, using the type fonts to distinguish values from identifiers. For example, the data state above will be written:
where the "=" separates identifier and value, and a vertical bar ("I") separates the future from past string in a file. In the example, OUTPUT'sfuture string is empty.
The statement pointer identifies the next part of the CF Pascal program to be used; in examples the lines may be numbered and the pointer given by number, or if there is no confusion, the statement may be named, e.g., "the IF statement."
Each computation by a CF Pascal program begins with an initial instantaneous description in which the statement pointer is to the program's first statement and the future string of the identifier INPUT is the contents of the standard input file, the INPUT past string is empty, and both strings for identifier OUTPUTare empty. The computation may terminate successfully, in which case the final instantaneous description has an undefined statement pointer, and a data state in which the past string for OUTPUTis the contents of the standard output file. In between initial and final instantaneous descriptions the computation comprises a sequence of instantaneous descriptions which reflects the changing data state and the flow of control. Each member in this sequence results from the previous member by the action of a part of the program, a statement.
Suppose that the current description is C, and its statement pointer indicates an assignment statement. Then the description D to follow in sequence is the same as C except that D's statement pointer is to the statement following the assignment, and in the data state of D the identifier on the left of the assignment may have a new value. This value is obtained by evaluating the right-side expression of the assignment. Where identifiers appear in this expression, their values are extracted from C. (This is the operational definition of the meaning of the assignment statement.) To take a slightly more complex example, if the statment pointer indicates an IF statement, the description D that must follow C in sequence may have a statement pointer to either the THEN part or the ELSE part, depending on evaluation of the Boolean expression, using identifier values from C. However, the data state of D is the same as the data state of C. (Details of expression evaluation are omitted; a careful definition begins with identifier and constant values, and follows the inductive definition that is implied by the language syntax. See Section 3.2 for the careful denotational definition.)
When the statement pointer of current description C indicates a declaration of identifier X, the subsequent description D indicates the statement following the declaration; and, the data state of D is the same as that of C except that in it X is paired with all possible values of the appropriate type. This is a way of capturing the sense that a newly declared variable has no value before it acquires one from the action of a following statement.
When the statement pointer of current description C indicates a WHILE statement then the statement pointer of the following description D is to either the statement following the WHILE (if the Boolean condition evaluates to false in C), or the first statement of the WHILE body (it it evaluates to true). The data state of D is the same as that of C.
Compound statements like IF and WHILE make it necessary to define "next statement" in a somewhat peculiar way. In a WHILE statement, the next statement for the last part of the WHILE body is the original WHILE statement itself. In an IF statement, the next statement after the last part of the THEN is the one following the entire IF (that is, at the end of the ELSE).
The remainder of the operational definition of CF Pascal will not be given. Many of the details are similar to the tricks used to make the careful denotational definition in Sections 3-8 (notably for procedure invocation, where the ALGOL 60 copy rule is used), and supplying them is straightforward, if tedious. If full details were given, we would now have a complete definition of the computations of CF Pascal programs, the sequences of instantaneous descriptions beginning with an initial description and ending with a final one. This would allow us to make the following definitions of meaning for programs.
It may happen that a computation never reaches a successful conclusion. The most common reasons are (1) attempts to make use of variables that have not been given a single value, and (2) loops that fail to terminate. In the former case, there is no description that legally follows in the sequence, because in an expression that must be evaluated, an identifier is paired with all possible values in the current description. In the latter case, the sequence of descriptions is unending, because each description at the end of the loop body is followed by one at the beginning of the loop. (Unending recursion is another similar source of failure.) Then consider the complete collection of computations that are successful for a single program. These differ because the string in the standard input may take on arbitrary values, thus starting each computation off in a differen t way (and, typically, leading to a different sequence). This collection is a description of everything that the program can do, and by omission of failure sequences beginning with some strings in the standard input, also a description of what it does not do. But there is a more restricted meaning to the program than its complete collection of computation sequences. Its input-output behavior is described by examining only the initial and final descriptions in each member of the successful-computation collection. The initial descriptions contain input strings; the final descriptions contain output strings. As a string-t~string mapping, the meaning of the program is the function whose domain is all the strings appearing as input for successful computations, the function whose value on one of those strings is the output string in the corresponding final instantaneous description.
9 Denotational Definition of CF Pascal OF Pascal programs, viewed as "black box" objects, have two special files, INPUT and OUTPUT;a program transforms the former into the latter. Because these files contain character sequences, the meaning of a program is a string-to-string mapping. It is the "denotational" view of semantics (usually credited to Scott [15] ) to assign to a program text (itself of course a string) a meaning from the string-to-string maps, and to construct this meaning by first assigning appropriate mappings to program parts, then combining them into a meaning for the entire program.
Data-state Transformations
The denotational view of a data state is that it is a mapping from identifiers to values. For example the state T = {OUTPUT=Page 11.XXX=2}
given in the abbreviated notation of Section 2, has:
T(OUTPUT) = (Page 1, A), and T(XXX)= 2.
To express the transformation of one data state to another, our notational device is to employ the program fragment that effects the transformation, but to distinguish that fragment from a string (the program syntax) by surrounding it with a box. (The idea is due to Kleene [17] .) Thus the denotational view that the meaning of a fragment is a mapping, and assigning meaning is associating a program string with its data-state map, is expressed by boxing the string. For example, in the state T above, the transformation effected by WRITE(" 3') would be shown as
The notation is excellent for expressing examples; when we try to give the general case (for example if T were not a particular data state, but any state), a functional notation using ordered pairs is an improvement. For this example, I WRITE (" 3') I= {(T, U): T = U except that the past string of U(OUTPUT) is the past string of T(OUTPUT) with 3 appended}.
Meaning of Expressions
The meanings of CF Pascal statemen ts and programs can be constructed from the meanings of CF Pascal expressions. Because the language is severely restricted, there are very few of these. The meaning of an expression is a mapping from data states to the appropriate value range (characters for CHARexpressions, string pairs for files, and { true, false} for Boolean expressions). If X is a variable (necessarily of type CHARor TEXT). theñ (T) = T(X). for all data states T.
The only other CHARexpression uses the built-in function SUCC, and its meaning is defined inductively. As a first attempt, we might try:
where e is any CHARexpression, and "in sequence" is the lexicographic character ordering defined for Pascal. Because the character ordering may differ from machine to machine, and to illustrate the treatment of routine errors, we here take SUCC to be defined on A through Y in the obvious way, but make SUCC ( .Z') undefined for all data states. Similarly, the digits 0 through 8 have the obvious successors, but SUCCC"9') is undefined. We say (for example) that "G follows F in sequence," but that nothing follows 9. Except for A-Y and~8, SUCC is undefined. Instead of adding an "undefined" clause to the definition above, the data state can be eliminated and the definition given as a collection of ordered pairs:
I SUCC (e) I = {(T, c): UJ (T) is the character b, and c follows b in sequence}.
In this definition, SUCC(e) can fail to be defined at a particular input state T for two reasons. It may happen that e is not defined at T (and hence~(T) is no character b as required), or that b has no following character c. In either case, this T never appears paired with any c in the defining set.
Finally, Boolean expressions can be given meaning. Only single comparisons between character expressions are part of CF Pascal, and the definitions all have the form:
Ie < 11 (T) = true if G (T) precedes []I(T) in sequence; false otherwise for all expressions e and f(and similarly for the operators other than <). In contrast to the treatment of SUCC, we here assume that each pair of characters can be meaningfully compared, but only obvious situations like B < X will occur in examples. Care is required here because of the occurrence of the box functions on the right side of the definition. Should one of them be undefined, then the meaning function of the Boolean expression is also undefined. This corresponds to complete evaluation (as opposed to short-circuit, McCarthy evaluation) of Boolean expressions, and to the arbitrary choice that once a runtime error occurs, the failure of meaning propagates. Failure to be careful about such definitional matters has long been a source of trouble in program proving [18] .
External Strings and Data States
The meaning of a program must be a string-t~string function; the meaning of a program fragment is a data-state-t~data-state function. To bring these into line requires associating a string that is presumed to constitute the input file with an appropriate internal data-state string pair attached to INPUT, and similarly associating the internal OUTPUTpair (initially empty in both past and future parts) with the program output. The necessary actions can be imagined to be the meaning functions of the program header and terminating period, program parts whose denotational meanings therefore transform strings to states, and states to strings, respectively. 
Calculating Program Meaning
The semantics to be presented below is a functional "calculus" that allows step-by-step computation of a program's meaning. By anticipating a definition to be subsequently presented, we can now illustrate this calculus: [TI (T) = A because the innermost function is undefined, and the result is that the program Pi means a function that is everywhere undefined, that is, the empty function.
Statement Sequences and Linear Programs
The fundamental rule of the program calculus is functional composition. There is here (and throughout this presentation) a lack of precision caused by omitting detailed syntactic analysis. Presented with a program text in a box, how is the text to be broken up into units to which the definitions are applied? We have used words like "statement" as if they had precise meaning in any such text. And of course, if care were used, they do have precise meaning, given by the derivation tree for the program. In that tree at any level there is precisely one "statement," indicated by the nonterminal of that name in an appropriate OF Pascal grammer. This use of grammar as a basis for the semantics goes back to ALGOL 60 [1] , and may be the most important feature of grammar-based syntax. Here we do not make the correspondence precise, but in examples we order the compositions as they appear in the derivation tree.
Null Statement
Although the null statement often only enters programs by accident, it is a legitimate part of OF Pascal. Thus define: D=I.
Variable Declarations
The declarations within a program have a role in the program calculus similar to that of the program header: they modify the data state so that it contains the proper identifier names for the remainder of the program to process. Each VARdeclaration has a functional meaning that transforms a data state in which its identifier does not appear, to one in which it does appear. The definition must make clear what happens in the anomalous situation that a variable is used before it is assigned a value. To reflect the possibility that any value might be subsequently acquired, we define the meaning of the declaration to be a relation including all values of the appropriate kind. That is, for example 
.1.8 Assignment Statements
. The intuitive meaning of the assignment statement as a datar-state transformation is that the identifier on the left side ceases to be associated with its old value, and instead becomes associated with a value obtained from the right side. In CF Pascal, assignment statements are of the restricted form:
where tJis a variable declared as CHARand e is either a variable declared as CHARor a literal character enclosed in single quotation marks, or a nest of SUCC function calls founded on such a variable or literal. Section 3.2 has formally defined the box function for such expressions as a mapping from data states to character values (which may be undefined for some uses of SUCc). The investment in notation now pays off in a concise definition of the meaning of an assignment statement:
Iv :=e I = {(T, U): U is the same data state as T except that U(v) = GJ (Tn.
As usual, the definition includes the implicit case that should GJ be undefined, then so is the assignment-statement function undefined.
Here are four examples: 
WRITE Statements
Whatever a program may do internally to its execution state, the result cannot be observed by a person unless WRITE statements are included to communicate the internal state to the outside world. In CF Pascal, a WRITE statement may include only a sequence of expression arguments (of the kind defined in Section 3.2). Let there be one argument, e.
IWRITE (e) I= {(T, U): U = T except that the past string of U(OUTPUT)is T(OUTPUT) with G](T) appended}.
The generalization to a sequence of expressions is that their values are appended in the order written.
Enough of the program calculus has now been presented to handle a simple real program. For example, if P is: LetterLfrom the state, and D , which extracts the past string of OUTPUT,with the result:
rn (y) = HELLO for any y.
READ Statements
The list of arguments in a CF Pascal READ statement can consist only of identifiers declared as CHAR variables. READ statement meaning is easy to give if enough characters are available in the data state (i.e., attached to INPUT as future string). The case of multiple variables in a READ statement is a straightforward extension of the single-variable case.
Suppose then that a data-state value for INPUT contains at least one character in its future string, say c. In the abbreviated form of a data state, write such a value as INPUT=xlcy where x and y represent the string parts of the value not of interest. Then the meaning of READ (Cvl) where the va.riable is suitable declared CHARis I READ (Cv1) I ({INPUT=xlcy, ..., Cv1=v, ...}) = {INPUT=xcly, ..., CV1=c, = {INPUT=ABIC, OUTPUT=A21, C2=B}.
Finally applying I VAR C2: CHARI-1 00 yields (ABC)= A2.
Reading past end of file is a runtime error in CF Pascal, so in the definition we must exclude those data states in which there are insufficient characters on the future string attached to INPUT. Define:
I READ(C) I = {(T, U): the first character of the future string in T(INPUT) is c, and U = T except that (i) c is transferred from the past to the future string in U(INPUT) and (ii) U(C) = c}.
As usual, note that when there is no first character in T as required, there is no ordered pair in the function with first member T.
..f.e Analysis of Linear Programs
The analysis of a linear program is a straightforward, mechanical process. Each part function can be computed, and their composition found. In practice it is not easy to compose these functions, because the notation soon becomes unwieldy. The trace table [9] is a technique for organizing the computation for a series of assignments, which can be used for READ statements which "assign" as well. It amounts to a symbolic execution of the code in terms of initial values for the variables, leading to a set of equations which can be solved for their final values.
Proving Programs Correct
Before we complete the denotational definition of CF Pascal, two fundamental questions about program P should be raised:
(I) does rn agree with the intuitive meaning of P'?
(II) Does P in fact do what it is intended to do?
Proving Denotational Meanings
A program's meaning defined operationally (Section 2) and denotationally (Sections 3-4, and continued in the sequel) are the same kind of objects: maps from strings to strings. The denotational definitions have of course been chosen to agree with intuition about what programs do, and perhaps it is obvious that those definitions are consistent with the operational ones. But a formal proof of this fact is possible.
Consider program P. The operational definition assigns a meaning to P: that string-tostring mapping M whose (input, output) pairs are the appropriate parts of the initial and final instantaneous descriptions of the successful computations of P. From the denotational definition rn can be calculated. We would like to prove that M = rn . In the sequel additional statements of CF Pascal will be denotation ally defined, and for each the Theorem could be extended, by proving additional cases for the final statement. However, the technical complications are considerable, particularly for the iteration and procedure-call statements, and the additions to the proof will not be given.
Proving Programs Meet Specifications
Any program has a purpose, but that purpose may not require results in some exact form. For example, a program may be required to print the members of a set, without their order or the page layout being specified. These variations can be described by providing, for each instance of input data, all acceptable instances of output data, that is, a relation consisting of all such pairs. Therefore, a CF Pascal program specification is defined as any relation whose domain and range are the set of character strings.
Just as a program function may be difficult to describe in a well-known mathematical form, but nevertheless exists for every program; so a program specification may be difficult to set down, but is a mathematical relation nevertheless.
An important special case of a specification occurs when the acceptable pairs of input data and output data form a function; that is, for each instance of input data exactly one instance of output data is acceptable. This special case of a specification relation is therefore a specification function.
The specification (relation or function) for a program is a mathematical form of what the program is supposed to do, a description of desired results. This form is entirely independent of any program to realize it, and in fact is the starting point for writing a program. It is important to recognize that a specification gives no information about how some program might perform to meet it. Since it is simply a collection of input-output pairs, it states what is to be done, without a hint of a method for doing it. On the other hand, once a particular program exists, its program function (which is the same kind of mathematical object as a specification function) defines what the program does do, without regard for any intentions the programmer may have had. Furthermore, using the program calculus, this meaning can be calculated step-by-step from the program text itself. The program function itself does not express how the program accomplishes what it does, but to calculate the program function requires full details of the program's inner workings. A central question of programming can be simply stated in these terms:
Given a specification and a program, does the program fulfill that specification?
The technical definitions necessary to state this question are already available. Given a program specification relation r and a program P, we say that P is correct with respect to r if and only if, for every member x of the domain of r (an instance of input data), P produces some member of the range of r which is paired with x in r. That is, for each input x, (x, [f] (x)) E r.
Theorem (Program Correctness
Proof The expression r 0 rn identifies all acceptable pairs of r computed by P. Therefore domain(r 0 rn ) identifies the set of input data for which P produces acceptable output data.
Since domain(r) is the set of input data for which r specifies acceptable output data, the condition domain(r 0 rn ) = domain(r)
ensures that P produces acceptable output data for every instance of input data defined by r. QED Note that P may execute successfully for input data not identified by r, but such pairs of [1] are screened out of (r 0 rn ) by r. Note also that if P produces an unacceptable instance of output data, no member of r with that input data can be in r 0 rn ' and therefore domain(r 0 rn ) cannot coincide with domain(r).
In case the program specification is a function, the condition for program correctness can be simplied as follows:
Corollary (Program Correctness): Program P is correct with respect to specification function f if and only if fern .
Proof The expression f 0 [1] identifies all acceptable pairs of f computed by P, which must be f, itself. That is, P is correct with respect to f if and only if f 0 rn = f. and thus if and only if f ern. QED 6 
Conditional Statements
Much of the power (and complication) in programs comes from their conditional statements, which provide the means of making decisions based not only on program input, but on intermediate values internal to the program. However, the meaning of a single conditional in isolation is easy to define. In order to give a definition by cases without explicitly naming the data state, it is necessary to select one of two sets of ordered pairs according to the Boolean expression. The following standard trick accomplishes this:
Meaning of Conditionals
= {(U,IT] (U)):[]] (Un u {(U,ILl (U)):.., em (U)).
The first set contains all state pairs in which the condition holds, and the second set those pairs in which it does not hold. It is important to note the way that failure of definition can occur here. There is no "evaluation" of these sets in any order. They simply contain or fail to contain certain pairs. For example, shouldem failto be definedfor someV, that V will not occur in the second set, independent of em. Such a failure has no influence whatsoever on pairs in the first set.
However, failure of [!] In the second case, the identity function is applied to the state, since that is the meaning of the null statemen t.
Analysis of Conditional Statements
Composing the functions that result from IF statements is no more difficult in principle than composing imperative-statement functions, but the notational complication is even more severe. The trace table can be extended to help in practical cases. A conditional trace table [9] is a symbolic execution which includes calculation of the path predicates. For each path the values of variables can be computed symbolically, and thus the path function determined. The function of the whole is then a union of these path functions, each including its defining path condition.
Iteration Statements
With iteration-free programs, we have seen how to derive program meaning as a composition of the meaning of program parts, in which the number of parts is determined by the static program text. However, with iteration, program parts can be executed repeatedly. If the number of iterations were fixed, the part functions would be fixed compositions of simpler part functions. But the great power of iteration statements arises from a variable number of iterations, so we need not be surprised that the difficulty of dealing with iteration statements increases accordingly.
Although in a long iteration-free program there could be notational difficulty in calculating the program's meaning function, there is no difficulty in principle: each statement has its functional meaning, and the meaning of the whole is simply their composition. There is no mechanical way to deal similarly with iteration statements, but this section presents a definition of meaning, and a technique for proving that a function (nonmechanically obtained) is or is not the meaning function for a given loop.
Meaning of Iteration Statements
The power of iteration exacts a high price when it comes to calculating the meaning of WHILE statements. The pattern of our definitions has been to give the function of each statement-type in terms of its parts. The parts of a WHILE statement are evidently the condition (determining if the iteration should continue) and the loop body (what to do if it should continue). The difficulty is that the action of the loop body is repeated in forming the meaning of the loop as a whole, and this repetition occurs a number of times that is not explicit in the text. If the number of times k the iteration occurs were known, there would be a way out of the difficulty, for then the function of the entire WHILE statement would be a composition of its body's function exactly k times. For example, if it were magically given that There is yet a further complication in the WHILE statement. It may happen that a loop never terminates. In that case the "number of iterations" makes no sense, and the function of the loop is undefined for the state that began the repetition. Thus the number of iterations to completion is in all cases the key to the WHILE statement. If this number is k, then the function of the loop is k-fold composition of the function for the loop body; if the iteration continues without end, the function is undefined.
There is a direct way to capture the function of a loop, by asserting that the state resulting from the loop's execution is the result of the loop body executing k times, for some unspecified k. To be consistent with the intuitive meaning of the loop, this k (if it exists) has the property that the loop condition is true before the 1st, 2nd, ... kth iteration, then is false. That is, after k iterations the condition fails for the first time. The WHILE statement meaning therefore consists of exactly those ordered pairs for which there is the appropriate k, with the output state being a k-fold action of the loop body on the input state.
The definition of meaning along these lines will now be given. Let V1) is an odd or even digit}.
Analysis of Iteration Statements
When the number of iterations cannot be easily determined, the loop controlled by the WHILE statement cannot be easily unwound as its loop body acting over and over. But it can always be unwound into the first time the body acts, and then the rest of the times, if that first execution is guarded by a test to cover the case that the loop doesn't execute at all. That is, the action of
The equivalence can be seen operationally by examining cases. First, suppose the original loop body D is never executed (because condition B fails immediately). Then in the expanded version the IF condition similarly fails, so the broken-out body is not executed, then in the repetition of the loop itself the condition B fails again, so the body is again not done. Thus the two programs agree in this case. Second, suppose the original loop in fact executed its body exactly once. Then the condition initially succeeds, but something in the body causes it to fail when tried a second time. In the expanded version exactly the same behavior is observed, with the IF condition succeeding, the broken-out body executing and the repeated WHILE condition then failing. The remaining cases in which the original loop executed more than once are similar; the broken-out body takes the first execution, and the repeated loop picks up the remainder.
The discussion in the preceding paragraph can be mirrored exactly in the formal meanings we have defined, where the functional meaning for each of the code fragments can be determined, and "equivalence" means that the functions are the same. The analysis by cases becomes a formal induction on the number of iterations required for the loop to terminate.
It may seem surprising that this simple device can help with the analysis of loops, but it does. The reason is that the repeated loop is exactly the same loop as the original, and this allows us to write an equation in which the loop function occurs twice. Equating the meaning functions for the two loops:
In the compound statement of the second line the first part is a conditional, and the meaning of that can be worked out separately:
The function of the loop has explicitly reentered the equation. It will be clearer if we name this function so it can be easily recognized. This recurrence equation in function f is useful because very often we can guess (or believe a comment to discover) what a program is supposed to do. Then to prove that it does indeed do so, the guessed function can be substituted into the equation for f. Care is required in this opt'ration, The remedy for this problem is to add conditions which rule out extraneous solutions to the recurrence equation. One obvious condition, in view of the pitfall above, is to ensure that the function is not defined when the loop fails to terminate. That is, for f to be the loop function requires that domain(f) C domain( I WHILE B DOD I ). To prove this using the WHILE statement verification theorem we must show:
2. f(T) = T whenever -,I V1 > "1" I (T) Procedures use global variables from an environment different than the one at the point of call. In technical terms, the data state for a procedure's body may be quite different from the data state existing before and after its call.
(2) Procedures have parameters (called by strict reference in CF Pascal), which link the calling and called environments. There is the problem of aliasing: apparently distinct identifiers can refer to a single object.
(3) Procedures may be called recursively, introducing repeated instances of problems of (1) and (2) above, and the further difficulty that the meaning of a call may be defined in terms of another call on the same procedure.
These complications can be handled by a device based on the ALGOL 60 "copy rule" [1] .
In substance, the meaning of a procedure-call statement is the meaning of the procedure declaration's body. Technical adjustments are needed to account for parameter names and local/global identifier conflicts, but once these are made, the body meaning can be largely obtained from the definitions in Section 4, 6, and 7. When a procedure call occurs within a procedure body there is no difficulty--the definition is simply applied again and eventually a lowest level is reached in which there are no more calls--unless the call is recursive.
Procedures and Parameters
A procedure statement must be associated with a declaration that supplies the procedure body, for example: As an example of a procedure call, consider the program: When the procedure call that ends the program occurs, the data state (for input string x) is: {INPUT=lx, OUTPUT=I. Next=A}.
Since this example is not concerned with INPUT and OUTPUT,in the sequel they will be omitted to simplify the state.
The call on CallMehas the meaning: In most cases, the calculation of a procedure's meaning can be done in terms of the formal parameter identifier, then actual parameter identifiers substituted into this meaning as needed. Unfortunately, this shortcut calculation of a procedure's meaning does not always agree with the definition, so care must be taken in using it. When parameters are "aliased," that is, different identifiers in the declaration become one and the same in the call, the shortcut can go wrong. That is, the "parametrized" meaning is that two files each get one character appended. If the formal parameter is replaced by the actual one in this meaning, the result is I MessUp (OUTPUT)I= I MessUp (F1lV) I (F1lV-OUTPUT) = {(V, V): V = V except that OUTPUTin V has one additional character A appended; also, OUTPUThas B similarly appended}, which specifies two contradictory characters as the one to be added to OUTPUT,instead of the meaning from the definition I MessUp (OUTPUT) I = I WRITEL (' A') ; WRI TEL (OUTPUT. 'B') I that both characters are added to OUTPUT. This difficulty with the wrong names for parameters is called aliasing, because one identifier has two names; in the example, OUTPUThas its own name, but also the name F1lV.
It is easy to identify situations in which aliasing might be a problem, and there to use the definition rather than the shortcut. This treatment of aliasing is a strength of the Mills theory compared to the Hoare theory. In the latter the proof rules do not work for aliased parameters, so programs with aliasing cannot be proved; in the former we must only be careful not to take shortcuts in the calculation.
Identifier Confusion
In pathological cases, the actual parameter identifiers that replace formal identifiers for the meaning of a call may conflict with local identifiers of the called procedure. The ALGOL 60 "copy rule" handles this case by requiring a systematic change of local identifiers that duplicate actualparameter identifiers.
Another source of potential confusion is Pascal's use of static scope rules: a global identifier copied as part of a procedure declaration can be confused with the same identifier which is part of the calling state, having previously entered as a local. Again the copy rule states that such offending local identifiers must be systematically replaced.
Both kinds of confusion could be eliminated by adjusting the definition of section 8.2 to include a systematic replacement of the offending identifiers in the procedure body. For the nonrecursive case it is easier to just assume that OF Pascal programs do not reuse identifiers. But with recursion, the first pathology is unavoidable, as illustrated by
in which L is necessarily confused. The case of recursion treated below indicates how such substitutions can be made in the definition.
Recursion
When a procedure call occurs within a procedure there are just two possibilities: either this call and others that it may lead to eventually come down to a procedure body in which no calls occur; or, one of the procedures in the potential chain of calls has occurred previously in the chain, and the call is recursive. These alternatives are a consequence of the finite nature of programs: unless one of the 'procedures is recalled, all possible procedures will eventually be exhausted.
The consequence of blindly applying the definition of Section 8.1, without confusion of identifiers as described in 8.2, is happy: a definition of the meaning of the whole program results without difficulty. Similar application to a recursive sequence is less satisfactory: it results in a recurrence relation in which the function computed by the recursive procedure is defined in terms of itself. This section is devoted to the solution of such recurrence relations. Let us begin by eliminating the intrinsic identifier-confusion introduced by a recursive call.
Suppose a procedure has been declared, e.g., where nL is an identifier distinct from all others in the program, and the substitutions are made simultaneously so as not to interact. Thus the potential confusion of the parameter that must be inserted to obtain the meaning of the call, with the local that must be present, is avoided. At the next recursion, the call
is copied into a procedure body with local declaration VAR nL: CHAR so there is no confusion at this level; at the next level the confusion is again eliminated by introducing nL, and so on.
For a recursive procedure call the meaning cannot usually be obtained by applying the definition to the body, since this would lead to an infinite regress trying to expand the recursive call. The situation is rather like the one for WHILE statements, and some of the same ideas can be used. We define the meaning of a procedure statement involving recursion, to be those pairs of states(T, U) such that U results from T by application of a finite number of calls, after which T is so transformed that the recursive call does not occur, so the definition closes. When there is no such finite sequence of calls for an input state T, then the box function of the procedure statement is undefined at T. Just as it is not always possible in practice to expand WHILE statements until they terminate, or to see the general case so that the number of iterations can be calculated, so it is not always practical to unwind recursions. It can happen that the values of the expressions controlling the recursion are too complex for analysis, and another technique is needed. For WHILE statements it was enough to unwind the loop once to obtain a recurrence equation; for recursive procedure statements such an equation can be obtained directly. There are already at least two procedure statements in the program: the original invocation, and the recursive call.
As an illustration, the program below "counts" all input files as of zero or nonzero length: Care is required, as it was with the WHILE statement, however, since the recurrence equation is only a necessary condition. The crucial example is the procedure PROCEDUREForever; BEGIN Forever END whose recurrence equation is I Forever I = I Forever I , and any function whatsoever is a solution. The meaning should be the empty function that is everywhere undefined, since this recursion never terminates. This gives us a guess for a verification theorem: the part function of a procedure statement involving a recursive call, is a solution to the recurrence equation whose domain agrees with the one for the code. A slightly stronger statement can be proved.
Theorem (Recursive Verification): Let Pr be a procedure statement for a procedure without parameters and including one recursive call, having the recurrence equation Hence there is a copying sequence for the body of the procedure (say of length k) such that the recursive call occurs in each copy, then does not occur. That is, MK( I Prl ) can be evaluated at T because it does not contain I Pr I--all the procedure statements Pr have been eliminated in favor of Proof The least-defined solution must have a domain that is a subset of I Pr I , because I Pr I is itself a solution, hence it satisfies the conditions of the theorem. QED
In a practical verification, the theorem is more useful than the corollary, because it is easier to identify the domain of the actual procedure-statement function than to show that a guessed solution to the recurrence equation is the least-defined one. In the example above, it is easy to show that the guess f has the same domain as the procedure-statement function I Count I . Thus the meaning of a recursive procedure statement can be obtained by guessing, then verifying the guess, in a way similar to that used for WHILE-statements in Section 7.
The Theorem has treated only a very special case of recursion in which only a single procedure with no parameters and a single recursion is involved. The technical details of the general case are considerable, since it involves several simultaneous recurrence equations for a multiple recursion, and procedure functions with different parameters in its several occurrences in the equations. For example, consider the case in which procedure P calls procedure Q and vice versa, and P does not call itself, but Q does call itself. Then in working out the meaning of a call on P the meaning of Q will appear, and working this out in turn will yield a recurrence relation defining Q's meaning in terms of itself and P's meaning. This illustrates the general situation: the result of analysis will be a system of m simultaneous equations in m functions, one for each . procedure involved in a recursive chain of calls. Substitution may simplify this system (for example, substituting the P equation into the Q equation will eliminate P), but cannot solve it. It is evident that the case of recursion is far more complex than the case of WHILE statements, and a result entirely parallel to the WHILE verification theorem more difficult to obtain.
Summary and Conclusions
Using a subset of Pascal, a "program calculus" has been described that assigns functional meaning to programs. For programs containing no loops or recursive procedure calls, the application of this calculus is mechanical; in the more complicated cases, the meanings must be guessed and then checked. To prove a program correct for a specification in the form of acceptable input-output pairs then becomes an elementary set-theoretic problem. The specification is a set of pairs as is the program meaning; the program is correct just in case its meaning is a subset of the specification.
